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Rock and Rollin' Into Term Two!
STUDENT OF THE MONTH
In this month's issue:
Student of the Month

Top tips on practising

Muso Maths

'Monty' at the
Titirangi Music Festival
Holiday Programme

Tatum McLean
Congratulations to Tatum for
climbing to the top of the
leaderboard as she earned
the most points for completing
every practice session.
Remember, the A.I. awards extra
points for the biggest range of
improvement! So keep it up everyone
for Term Two, as the scores all reset!

TOP TIPS ON PRACTISING
You may have heard the term 'Rule of 7' being used in lessons at MusoMinds. This is
a useful stepping stone in generating inertia for a fine motor skill to begin developing.
The 'Rule of 7' entails repeating a particular skill, phrase or segment seven times - but
be careful, each repetition has to be successively played correctly for the action to
become embedded beyond the prefrontal cortex. Soon enough, the premotor cortex
takes control and the mind begins to perform the skill with growing confidence.
The trick to getting better on a musical instrument (or anything requiring a fine motor
skill) is to overcome the initial hurdle (often the hardest) within a relatively short amount
of time. That way, satisfaction is quickly gained and a 'self-belief loop' forms as the
mind grows in confidence and learns that effort equals reward.
My top tip is to use something tangible to count the number of repetitions until the
magic number '7' is reached. It's best to use items of intrinsic worth (or a symbol of
such value) that has an emotional appeal to your child. For example, we use coloured
balls at MusoMinds to represent points to be added on Tonara. You may find that using
seven toy animals works a treat, in that each animal finds its way home when a
repetition is completed. That way, the child has a definitive aim (i.e to get each animal
home) and a feeling of satisfaction on three fronts - all the animals make it home, the
task is completed, and growing confidence is evident.
If you'd like more helpful tips to support your child's musical journey, feel free to
contact me at any time!
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Yours musically,

Patrick Dwyer
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MUSOMATHS

Are you feeling that your child may be behind in
Maths at school? You're probably not alone, as
recent figures show that only 19% of Year 9 kiwi
kids are meeting the expected standard (TIMSS,
2020).
MusoMinds now runs Maths sessions at various
times on weekdays and on Saturdays. We link
familiar concepts of sequences and patterns
found in music to the numeracy and geometry of
Maths. What's more, positive emotions related to
music become anchored to the learning of Maths,
allowing for the mind to be reconditioned to view
Maths as accessible, relevant and fun!
To find out more, book a free trial by emailing
admin@musominds.com

'MONTY' AT THE TITIRANGI
MUSIC FESTIVAL
You may have seen 'Monty' the Muso Lion jamming on the guitar
at the Titirangi Music Festival recently. He has been practising quite
a bit on the guitar since then, so he is now roaring to play in and
around the Village!
If you spot him, post your picture to www.facebook.com/musominds
to go into the draw to WIN your very own Monty guitar.

INSTRUMENT HIRE
Did you know that you can hire guitars, digital
pianos and keyboards at MusoMinds?
This assures that you receive a high quality
product that is right for your child, without the
substantial investment.
Digital Pianos from $8.50pw (+GST)

Nylon string guitars from $4.75pw (+GST)

Keyboards from $5.20pw (+GST)

HOLIDAY PROGRAMME
Over the school holidays, Muso Minds ran whole day
workshops on various musical topics, including video
game music, world music, rhythmic sessions and
more!
Some of the highlights included Jamilah Allan, Max
Munro, Lucca Bottiani and Zen Chetland's
composed soundtracks for the 'Hover Racer' video
game. They learned about the step-by-step process
involved in writing and producing music for video
games by first creating their own character theme,
layering different textures with cue points, then
synchronising tracks with the animation on screen.
Another highlight included Sonya Hamblyn
amazingly breaking the all-time high score on the
Native American drumming challenge using our
virtual reality technology.
Also, our World Music session gave students the
opportunity to travel via virtual reality to Venice, Italy.
Here they learned about Vivaldi and Italian Baroque
while rowing through the canals in the midst of the
Carnival of Venice.

